
This illustrated story is a lecture from the future, given by a high-energy entity named Scribbles. He warns humankind
about the disastrous course its taking. He demonstrates how his people avoided a similiar fate by utilizing their tools and
resources to align with the ultimate free energy system. This O.I.( organic intelligence) system encapsulates everything
on the quantum level, and is the source of infinite ideas and technologies - a system with the potential to tackle any
challenge and bridge any reality( whether physical or non-physical) - as much of that reality we can envision.

He offers an interactive computer program to help us percieve and co-shape a dynamic medium in league with the OI
system. The possibilities are limitless, if people can appreciate the interdependence of everything.

THE GUIDE TO SUPERHUMANISM     Intellectual imagination series
  By Ken Perez



INTRO TO MY UNORTHODOX PHILOSOPHY AND AESTHETIC'''

My philosophy can be termed, 'necessary quackery', in the respect that my speculations, whether accurate/right,
or wrong, stimulates the informational pool from unexpected depths, rather than( just) consolidating knowledge
in a cold, calculating, cautious manner.  In this sense, its better to be wrong, while on the right path, than to be
right on a wrong, or misguided one. One's way for living a fulfilling, meaningful existence is already set, it's
just a matter of clearing away the debris of others' misguided attempts to find their way. The more one sees the
indirect relationship of everything( all things are magnetic pieces in a shuffling puzzle) one will see more clues,
and find indirect clues within the obvious clues. In this sense, there's no waste, nor victory, loss, or failure. Thus
I fail my way to success, and quit until the goal reaches me, since all paths intertwine on various levels - espe-
cially to those who are open enough. Truth catches up to you, sooner or later, when you cease chasing it. It's
about asking the pre-answered questions, and pondering the pre-solved dilemmas, not about projecting ques-
tionable answers onto overblown problems.

 In this post-modernist era of informational overload, disinformation, confusion, quick fixes, and revi-
sionism of outmoded systems, its misguided to decode and provoke antagonistic systems, or limit one's vista to
mere technical calculation. Even expert decoding and calculation  perpetuates systems to be self-preserving.
This also leads to discriminating mindsets, which results in the demonization of potential allies(
e.g.,scapegoating, 'us against them' mentalities). All this drains our vital compassion.

 Necessary quackery is the next phase of problem solving. One's compassionate curiosity, creativity, and
sincerity resolves most dilemmas because it discourages exaggerated competition, and other self-devouring pat-
terns. This allows the problem to integrate into something greater, evolving into a possibility, hence becoming
its own solution. This approach may even resolve the paradoxes of pre-reality, which presently affect unseen
evolutionary processes. Many of these 'pre-dilemmas are really the ignored stimuli emanating from 'nothing-
ness': the neglected impulses necessary to living freely within the incalculable limits of evolving consciousness
.  We need to formulate freer structures( broader philosophies, languages, symbols, systems ) in order to shape
the all-welcoming, re-integrating portals the cosmos has sought even before its inception.

 Thus, the following parables, speculative writings, and visionary artwork are examples of this dreamy
theory in practice.

RADICAL COLLABORATION: THE METHOD TO THE MADNESS OF MY INCONSISTENT, YET 'PROGRESSIVE' TECHNICAL
EXECUTION

 I use a raw, experimental approach with my art and writing, which varies in between perfection and
imperfection. I'm not overly-concerned with 'producing' something super-smooth and polished, since my aesthetic
seeks to resolve another of life's most overlooked, yet crucial paradoxes: the inability to work with extremes/opposites
in a more complimentary manner, whether it be the superior and inferior supporting each other, the strong and weak,
intelligent and 'stupid', 'perfect' and 'imperfect', and the rest.

 For instance, sometimes I write like a high-minded pro( creating  lucid, straightforward stories) other times I
write amatuerishly( with grammatical or continuity errors ) - same with my art. But I argue that this approach is a
statement in itself, a radical collaboration between the high and low, pro and amatuer, master and student, genius and
dummy. This can motivate people of different fields and backgrounds to focus on their many commonalities, not petty
differences .



The inability to work with potentially complimentary opposites leads to a plethora of 'isms, or discriminations against
persons with unique ways of learning from  and contributing to a diverse info pool.  We are all evolutionary
opportunities, not pawns to be placed in caste systems and pecking orders. It doesn't matter where we came from, or
where we're at, rather, what's crucial is where we are going by working with whatever's at hand. Thus, I express broad
ideas through my limited abilities - which is an act of defiance in itself. This shows that reality's truths and gifts depends
upon your compassionate boldness and ability to see, not on academic degrees, pre-ordained genetic gifts, or on a
particular experience.

 So in this sense, if my work sucks, then its better that it sucks in a great way, as opposed to being great in a
sucky way. I sense the ever-revealing vastness of the omni-spectrum, so immediate structures/disciplines, and mediums
are too constraining. My approach can serve as a blueprint for multi-dimensional thinking( 'co-ordinating
consciousness') which I think will be the future mindset. In conclusion, my aesthetic is 'primitive/advanced', and meekly
powerful; you need a simple means to channel the most powerful forces, otherwise things burn themselves out. I hope
this approach will stimulate people to outgrow this system of high-tech primitivism - where we have great technologies,
information, and networks, but have yet to outgrow many bestial impulses( dog-eat-dog competition, bias, alienation,
judgemental mindsets).
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SCRIBBLE'S THESIS FOR HIS  PHD IN ALIEN MATHEMATICS. SCRIBBLES IS A GREAT PRIMITIVE-ADVANCED VISIONARY,  A
TRUE ARTISTIC, SPIRITUAL SCIENTIST(  OR IS HE A SCIENTIFIC ARTIST/ THEOLOGIAN?)  THIS LECTURE WAS GIVEN AT A
VAST, SECRET HALL CONNECTING HARVARD, YALE, MOST COMMUNITY COLLEGES, AND BEDROOMS.

'Most of us in the progressive fields, the arts, sciences, and higher education; those involved in social activism do what
we do because we think that we can improve the world either through some technological or medical innovation, or
through an act of rebellion.

 But we are at odds at with each other because we don't emphasize the importance of holistic/synergestic
change; the relevance of all educational trends and social movements - more importantly, the struggles of individuals.

 We say 'invest everything into a certain scientific or corporate endeavor, or we over-emphasize a particular
school of thought; that we need elitist leaders as opposed to encouraging uncomprimising democracy.  However,
greater change only occurs with everyone's participation, whether directly or indirectly . If we can achieve this level of
democracy, at worst we'll have a more democratic form of hierarchy, where each  'player' is valued, from the all -stars
to the starting line-up to bench players and relief players  - at best, we may do away with the concept of hierarchy itself,
for hierarchal, one-dimensional systems are self-perpetuating and inherantly discriminatory towards those that don't fit
its agenda. The challenge lies in not how to force change, rather in how to encourage individuals to change at their own
pace and to find some common ground, which is akin to a moldmaker who slowly breaks open the mold, by hammering
away at pressure points... creating cracks that eventually meet to reveal the fresh form.

 And how do you find common ground, so that you can encourage this greater participation? The answer is
conceptually simple, yet wonderfully profound in its implication. We live in a sentient reality where true innovation,
social transformation, self-improvement, and other causes for betterment can only happen if they're driven by non-
violent forces - this will produce uncomprimising progress, and a continuum of change. Peace, love, and compassion is
made possible by acknowledging not just your particular needs and special traits, but the traits and needs of others as
well - for all paths no matter how separate inevitably intersect( not unlike the cracks on the mold).

  The seemingly fluffy ideas of peace, understanding, and compassion go much deeper than we think: on a raw,
purely energetic/quantum level, the potent dynamics of non-violence have a warm, incubating, nurturing resonance.
These energies expand and coalesce with other frequencies because of their all-embracing, cleansing, renewing
properties - where even the densest, most corrosive energies can be purified and reshaped. In other words every
particle, consciousness, element, and everything else contains a piece of us via interchangeable fluctuations( we contain
them as well) so we should understand the deeper karmic cycles and vibrational domino effects: from our individual and
collective actions and their inter-changing relationship with 'outer phenomena' such as climactic and intergalactic
imbalances) in order to get the most out of the 'shifts', as opposed to being at their chaotic mercy. If we can truly utilize
this 'gentler'' approach, to ride the 'curving waves', we can apply 'this non-violent method of purification' to our own
meditative, therapeutic, and educational processes, to our own systems and tools( technology, the sciences, et al) as
well. This will allow us to create a simplified, organic, and dynamic society which treats all beings, lifeforms, and
resources with respect, so as to truly get the most out of everything.

 Thus my goal with this presentation is to show you the cosmic blueprint for change, in order to encourage you
to go in that holistic direction - a blueprint which will strengthen your intellectual  capacities and heighten your general
sensitivity, which is essential for operating within a greater informational pool. We've designed an educational
computer program which illustrates the sentient, multi-dimensional structures of a deeper, more synergestic reality;
replicating its infinite layers, symmetries, frequencies of consciousness, genetic codes, and quantum building blocks  - a
virtual blueprint for infinity. This blueprint will enable the receptive observer to see how things work at their most
fundamental level: from how varying levels of matter can converge or be transferred into higher forms of energy by way



of endless, interchangeable mathematical equations and formulas, to how non-physical dimensions connect to physical
domains. We have the potential to uncover heaven( though not create it, for it was always there) or uncloak an all-
embracing reality beyond time and space and the oppressive laws of material reality.

 How do you use this program? The subject sits in a low-lit room, with electrodes attached to the head, which
are connected to a body-sensitive computer. He or she gets into a deep, relaxed, meditative, blissful state,
concentrating on a huge all-surrounding flatscreen. The screen displays the everchanging, yet ever-present layers of the
cosmic field. When the subject is relaxed and contented enough, he or she projects their highest thoughts, whether if its
a question of how to understand a particular discipline( scientific, artistic, mental) or how to solve a problem (
emotional, academic)how to ponder higher realities, visualize unfamiliar patterns, images; understanding new
languages and paradigms as well - the possibilities for mind expansion are endless. One's inner thought-frequencies are
amplified by carefully aligned, reflective, mirror-like screens of various shapes which synergestically reshape one's
energies and project them onto the receptive, psychedelic  properties of the field.

 The subject's thoughts and other mental imagery/phenomena are then broken down into smaller components,
on a level beyond simple and complex... complex is merely layers of simplicity., and simple is one layer of complex...
there is no simple or complex on a very base level, so the ideal educational approach is to teach both basic and
advanced skills as simultaneously as possible. .. while encouraging students to use their latent knowledge or intellectual
code to assimiliate information ( while in a meditative state) via association techniques and other innovative, yet
personalized approaches: we all have stored in us elaborate codes of knowledge: we recall important phone numbers,
dates, childhood memories, and routes - thus we must encourage this more natural/latent educational approach, or
creative, consenting  learning... we also have to appreciate the creative aspects of all aspects of learning, even the more
technical and fundamental aspects.

 When in a dream-like state, one's mind becomes malleable, able to percieve hidden information, like a person
under the influence, who sees shapes in clouds - only in a deeper, more intricate spectrum. They see the inter-
connecting and thus interchangeable, multi-dimensional patterns of chemical structures, frequencies, elemental
dynamics and physics, and other building blocks: the many forms and courses they take... meanwhile,  the very matrix of
one's mind becomes dis-assembled and it is then re-integrated with greater pieces of the  puzzle without necessarily
barricading it  or scattering other potentially useful bits of info - which is paradoxically made possible because every
puzzle( embodying an educational or evolutionary building block) is itself a piece of the greater shuffling puzzle. That's
the best way I can describe it, without one experiencing it firsthand.

PSYCHEDELIC BLUEPRINTS FOR A VARIETY OF STRUCTURES, IE
THE FINE LINE BETWEEN SCULPTURE, ARCHITECTURE, GENETIC CODES, AND
INTER-ACTIVE MATHEMATICS.



Thus we can't emphasize the importance of perceptual expansion enough. When you broaden your perception and
heighten your imaginative, compassionate senses, you'll realize that the unified theory is merely the synergestic
convergence of all perceptions, along with the sensitive quantum inter-shaping accumulated from our trans-physical
impressions. Hence, the field isn't necessarily unified, it is in a constant process of unification, so we must co-ordinate
our consciousness in order to participate in this unification - this creates a kind of cosmic 'trickle down process', merely
by us 'sending up mindful ripples'.

I  In other words, most of what you need to do to turn the cosmic momentum in your favor has already
been done. Every past thought, action, perception,, vibration, ie, repressed potential, is automatically assimiliated into
the self-cleansing cosmic field of enhancement. In other words, what should've happened, ie, a more productive,
peaceful, harmonious yet dynamic reality, has already came to be even without our direct participation. This field
resembles a perfectly symmetrical, yet spherical gemstone( intertwined with trillions of other mandala-like, rainbow-
colored diamond constellations, in an ever-growing formation not unlike cosmic webbing.

 Simply put, if you choose the progressive path, a constructive pandora's box will open, and the solutions will
become too clear; you'll be overtaken by your repressed or disowned insights. But I'll get into that synergestic-
perceptual level later.

 Our research deals with both immediate challenges and unknown( 'mysterious') ones. In other words, I cover
everything, from social ills, crimes, poverty, wars, mental illness, stress and general frustration and how they affect each
other in the greater scheme of things, so as to formulate possible cures by way of a more personalized system; a system
that is inherantly humanistic  because its attuned to greater, more sentient realities. Such a system is possible to create
because, again,  you already have the resources, knowledge, and experts to realize this utopean society. But you need a
mindshift so that you can truly get the most out of your knowledge and resources because, collectively you are severely
divided by the inherant mental blocks created by your one-dimensional education and rigid indoctrination systems; the
clutter of  unfiltered, unresolved truamas, biases, and misconceptions of many generations as well.

 Honest self-examination will enable us to achieve this mind-shift. This shift will enable you to better stabilize the
positive-negative tensions which shape and deform trends, and other evolutionary processes. The implications here are
both disturbing and liberational. But if one chooses to see that the truth is indeed liberational, one shall see that there
are more possibilities than dilemmas - though there are plenty of problems... this is the pleasant paradox concerning
God's mysterious ways.

 Though the ideal system already exists, we have to melt the ancient/outmoded glaciers of bias, fear, hate, and
discrimination, in order to re-fill the dried lakes of the still-fertile plains of our uni-mind. But it can happen within record
time if we focus with enough sensitive intensity.

 With our ethereal software, you'll see and truly understand how sentient, progressive cosmic energies interract
with chaos, how they contribute to the structuring of mathematics, art - psychological dynamics( thoughts); how these
systems indirectly shape each other as well. The resultant system will resemble an esoteric one, not unlike astrology, the
I Ching, or other holistic, prophetic system, where the possibilities and limitations can be better assessed simply because
of their intertwining, inter-weaving, multi-dimensional cyclic routes( which either connect or divide accordingly to the
intention and action of the subject, be it a person, element, (thought/frequency).

 For instance, hatred and fear creates psychic barriers and virtual prison systems  which require constant
monitoring and thus spiritual comprimise - here general stresses are inter-related and can affect each other karmically:
social chaos can aggravate climactic and intergalactic disturbances, and henceforth the laws of gravity and physical
evolution become even more oppressive; destructive actions whether by one's act of violence or by a 'freak accident'(
atmospheric disturbances, meteor showers, etc., create more chaos, while paradoxically the over-arching forces of
progress spread out more seeds for evolutionary growth and improvement.



COMPUTER SOFTWARE OF SENTIENT FIELD
Spirit-computer software



But make no mistake, this is not some control system; its very decipherability relies on one's openness/ unbiased
curiosity, and humility: your propensity for peace, love, and understanding. It only shows you what you choose to see,
and you do with its 'revelations' accordingly to your understanding. One's agenda and level of maturity creates the
barrier, and all the resultant abuses of power, but the field can't be implicated. In theory, an inventor can use this
knowledge to create a more elaborate and violent control system, with evermore destructive weaponry, but the field
will close itself off, depriving him of even more empowering, healing resources, while leaving him to be consumed and
dehumanized by his gross,  perverted, cancerous system - this is the very protective nature of God and the universe at
work .

 Thus a scientist with this open mindset can use this blueprint to see infinite designs for new technologies,
medical remedies, and other creative innovations. Architects will see that almost no structure is too outlandish to build,
if they can percieve the right structural components and understand the necessary dynamics of balance. Aspiring
students can find more personalized, multi-faceted ways of learning. Or a physicist can discover deeper quantum forms
merely by learning how to see more subtle forms of light - in even the darkest, densest masses. Doctors can cure
diseases by visualizing different ways of dissolving  and replenishing the corrupt properties and energies which manifest
themselves as cancer or mental illness.

 This field can also be thought as being the horizon of genius, as opposed to the plateau of knowledge that you
currently study - or perhaps the plateau is really ledge of a greater plain. Any able-minded person can understand it to
varying degrees, and even mentally-challenged persons can enhance their mental capacities. Though not everyone can
be a super-genius, we all can be ingenius, with varying aptitudes for  super-knowledge. The current educational
paradigm of bright, dumb, average and above average intelligence, and high intellegence will become obsolete, and
instead we'll have average geniuses, dull ones, and super ones. On the contrary, 'dummies' are just severly mentally
blocked by outside factors not entirely of their choosing.  But all 'geniuses'  will have the capacity to understand the
basics of anything: physics, music, athletics, art, etc. When people reach this level, no one will care who's smarter,
better( our values will evolve also) since we'll have unlimited access to educational resources, as opposed to being
denied by the overblown success of the one-dimensional genius.

ENDLESS ARCHITECTURAL
POSSIBILITIES





So broaden your perception so that you can get the most out of the mind-expanding patterns of the stabilizing field.
Learn to see rich black tones within the purest white, and vice versa; reds and blues in green, or rainbow tones within
every color. See the abstract qualities of representational art, and the realism in abstract art. See where religion
becomes spirituality and psychology, spirituality becomes art, and where art becomes reality. Understand the subtle
points between sight, sound, smell, thought, dreams, metaphors, ideas, and experiences. See curves within the
straightest lines, and lines within circles; uncover perfect symmetries deep within the most distorted, messiest forms -
perfection always exist on a sub-atomic level.



I wish to demonstrate to you how we used this higher knowledge to save our world and enhance our evolution.  Our
world faced great climactic threats, not unlike you do now. The lands were famished and our bodies of water were
made dry by our hasty technologies, and violent, grinding, pummeling  machinery. Our hemisphere was badly damaged
by toxic emissions. We were threatened by acid rainstorms, super-heated hurricanes, and even meteor showers and
solar flares. And society was further threated by conflict, our compulsive need to blame each other, which resulted in
crime sprees and war - rather than acknowledging that our own ignorance and fear was the true culprit.

 But our research into the field enabled us to devise a remarkably simple, non-destructive technology.  As you
can see in the slides, we constructed lightweight, self-supporting obelisks of varying sizes. Like lightning rods, they acted
as conducters for higher energies which could be used to replenish the lands.

 Our research shows that no matter is truly dead, nor is any energy too corrupt. We realized that our dead lands
were not unlike scar tissue on some mutilated or cancer-ridden body, so we needed to create terraqueous transplants.
The obelisks were strategically placed in dried lakes, deserts,and other famished lands, deeply embedded like needles,
while specially-designed chimneys were placed alongside them. All kinds of dead matter, dust, ash, dried foliage, dead
wood, manure( including the corpses and bones of people and animals)and polluted water were mixed together and
burned inside the chimney towers by special, rainbow-colored, etheric flames( not powered by gas, electricity, or fuel) in
a more purifying, alchemical process which replicated self-cleansing solar fissions. The chimneys  emitted cleansing,
revitilizing  vapors into the atmosphere.



These non-toxic emissions cleansed the biosphere, which in turn attracted higher, more subtle solar energies. This
produced fresh rain, refreshing wind storms, and nourishing heat. Thus, by exhaling revitilizing air into the breath of our
galaxy, we allowed it to expand in a non-straining, non-chaotic manner, paving the way for all kinds of healthy
atmospheric chain reactions. For example, during the cosmic cataclysms, our obelisks electro-magnetically discharged
the fiery onslought of solar flares, meteor showers, and cyclones deep down into the ecological roots of our world:
alchemically filtered and redistributed inside the obelisks. The oblique structures acted as electrodes in an emergency
room, stimulating our inner world's latent resources at the heart. The wires and circuitry emanating from the obelisks
merged with dead vines and roots. This stimulated plant growth from deep within the caverns of our poles - in time
great tentacles of vegetation sprouted from the lakes, mountains, and deserts. They dropped spores which produced
even more sensitive plant life. A new, more organic, nurturing  liquid also filled our oceans, resembling bloody water.

 This dynamic, all-embracing  form of plant-life acted as veins and arteries for dead matter( the ground, rocks)
which allowed the earth to literally come alive. It acted as a vast, geographical system-mass which vibrated and
attracted even higher energies. Our mountains, rocks, and trees accumulated layers of inter-stellar properties and
residue. They evolved, taking on a more abstract, surreal, sculptural quality. Stones became glossy, colorful emeralds,
and the plants grew gemstone-orbs deep in their bladed, mammoth petals. We learned that every receptive form,
whether living or static, can be a conscious transmitter of higher information, ie, a virtual satellite, antennae, or electro-
psychic communication network. This was a profound revelation because art, evolution, naturalism, spirituality, and
other things came together in the form of this energy-renewing, synergestic eco-system-technology; we were supported
and nourished by self-created sculptures, so to speak.

We also purified our toxic waste with gelatenous, corrosive masses, poured out of the cement-truck-like funnels of great
tanks . They dissolved the lethal heaps and death mounds, to the degree that they became a colorful, safe, cooling
fertilizer. This isn't as outlandish as it seems, because stars, planets, and whole solar systems come to be through
extreme self-cleansing, elemental processes.



This second chance enabled us to believe in our better selves, our transformative capacity. With the help of the cosmic
blueprints, we were shocked at how it easy it was to build the ideal world society. We realized how artificial and
neurotic our fears, values, and protocols were; how superficial and discriminatory our relationships were. That was just
the beginning of our revolution.

 We were able to align our world with  heavenly dimensions, and tap into their healing properties.  For instance,
we reversed the aging process and enhanced one's positive mindset( happiness). An elderly, depressed women was the
breakthrough case. Again, all moments, places, actions, and impressions are embedded in the field, so  even if we
choose to percieve something in different, contrary ways, the field recieves our chaotic collective impressions. It then
reshapes it and projects it back to us in the form of a pure, all-knowing, all-seeing ray, which can heal, empower, and
educate us if we attune to it just right.

  For example, in treating this woman, we focused on a mundane scene recorded in the field, a public park that
didn't change much in 50 years, despite all the trends and social upheavals. Billions of people have entered that park
and percieved it according to their mood and experience. Sick people looked at it, the  healthy, disabled, beautiful,
physically unattractive, the happy, depressed, old, young, etc. We lifted the inter-dimensional screen of this scene(
distantly connected to the heavenly realms) and absorbed all the' precious gold dust' that had accumulated on it. We
stretched it, then folded and inverted it back to her via a beam of pure loving, transformative energy. This old, sad lady
literally became youthful and healthy by way of the fresh gaze of the young and healthy; one's isolated inner vision
merges with the unifying outer eye of god, and then it returns to us as the collective inner eye of eternity.

 We apply this perceptual inversion technique to cure past emotional traumas, mental illness, and
misunderstandings, and to better appreciate others by seeing things through their eyes.

RESHAPING PSYCHO-
COSMIC FLUCTUATIONS



We also mastered teleportation and interdimensional travel. We designed a movie projecter-like space craft called the
inverted projecter. Its vast frontal window is aligned with the unseen infinite spectrum underlying and overlapping
reality. Whenever the windows slide open, it electro-magnetically lifts the inter-dimensional curtains of physical reality,
and in a flash everything merges together at points of singularity: again, we all contain elements of everything, so it's a
matter of co-ordinating the fluctuations throughout eternity. '

These findings have enabled us to percieve the next evolutionary phase. We learned although, we can't manipulate
evolution( genetics and the like) we can only encourage the progressive and creative impulse of cosmic undercurents. In
other words, our physical evolution was in someone else's or something elses's hands, but the development of our
imagination lies in our hands; our imaginations( our capacity to love, hope, dream, fantasize) was the accidental
survivalist by-product of evolution, but our imagination can take evolution itself to another level. This news is a little
disillusioning but many more times inspiring: we weren't created with the purpose of finding eternal salvation in
someone else's concept of heaven, nor are we doomed to Darwinist oblivion.  We have the opportunity to uncover and
merge with the higher realms via our grounded, super-humanistic use of knowledge, technology, and other tools; our
latent mental powers as well.

 Yet this is still not the same as evolving into gods. Rather, we have to cultivate the humble discipline necessary
to work with an omni-dynamic , self-generating psychedelic-spiritual art medium. It is ever-expanding, in a uni-
gravitational way( merging together dimensions and worlds in an indirect, inverted manner) Previously, elements of its
reality crept into ours( via intermediary, conflicted( though not conflicting) not quite ying/yang levels) in the form of
paranormal, mystical, and religious phenomena, now we're merging with it for the better via an intimate form of
suction, rather than being aborted by a black hole-type vacuum. Heaven, by its very sentient nature is drawn to us. IT's a
vast self-weaving machine looking for evermore stable spools in the form of spiritually receptive bodies, so that it can
weave evermore elaborate patterns.

 We have used the computer-field to prepare us for the transcendence from physical death to higher-life: a kind
of virtual reality program preparing one to crawl, walk, and even fly in the next life. The possibilities may seem
overwhelming according to  our current mindset. You need to focus in a multi-dimensional way ,  in order to experience
the wonders of  the field; re aligning its disproportional shifts, expanding/retracting  its shrinking and retracting points,
and stabilizing its interdimensional fluctuations.

 Again, sensitive, non-discriminating perception allows one to cope with tremendous psychic-energetic flows
which are experienced accordingly to one's views. For instance - going by our findings in the computer field - if one
comes across raging torrents of colorful, tornado-like forms, one's inner good enables one to experience the energy as a
towering, awesome, beautiful, powerful, yet gentle more personalized god or goddess .One can form intimate
relationships with even the most unapproachable beings. These higher beings can be friends or guides showing you the
wonders of your new world.  You can literally juggle many perceptions: see  at all directions simultaneously, while still
taking one route, or move in all directions while going one way. You can venture through great cities, compartments,
and lands, yet not get lost, seeing interconnecting routes and portals in even the smallest spaces; every structure or city
can serve as a template for portal alignment.



 For example, I've had many wondrous adventures in this dream-reality that's truer than reality. I visited my
home city, a cross between Tokyo, New York city, Las Vegas, and a communal Haight and Ashbury village, only the neon
signs didn't advertise hedonistic and materialistic things. The logos instead read, 'Omni-peace', 'Compassionate ecstacy',
and other humanistic notions. In fact, signs, buildings, corridors, and other details acted as portals themselves. For
instance, I entered a well-lit, mall-like temple - again, nothing is for sale here, for wondrous items manifest themselves
according to your sensitive visualization. The colorful dvd and magazine covers contained holographic worlds or inter-
dimensional gateways... and the endless bookshelves  and corridors were inter-connecting 'routes to the root'. I
concentrated and was transported into an anime film, where I met many friends. And in the final scene of the movie, I
walked down some stairs which led back into the top floor of the mall-city. . One can form interdimensional bridges, no
matter the distance: the square inch corner of a shelf can expand( if one focuses right) and become a great exhibit hall
in an underwater theme park-like metropolis

The possibilites for eco - cosmic and karmic healing/ humanistic evolution are boundless: you can merge your worlds
with those of friends, loved ones, living and deceased - even help each out with karmic issues.  That's why we prepare
you to uncover the better you on the neverending journey to be the highest you. Otherwise, one's fears and mental
blocks will comprimise even their spiritual perception. For instance, your fear and limited perception will make you see
potentially rich energies as  destructive, whether, they’re devouring flames or elemental monsters. But the deeper your
curiosity and broader your education, the more you're likely to see  the slashing edges of a menacing mechanism as the
rich dimensions of nurturing life-forces, be they kindred spirits or higher domains, acting as homes away from home.

 For example, if you find yourself in some vast mysterious void, this experience is merely an 'unlit' projection of
your fear of the unknown - unto a screen blacked out by your own inner blindness.  Your doubts echo redundantly
throughout cavernous chasms that go nowhere, while your passions echo upwardly, creating higher vibrations -
exploratory signals which can attract the rest of infinity, to join you in your party-room of impartiality.

 We have created the key to immortality - a key which requires no locks : all particles/frequencies never truly die,
for they are driven by pure creative/expansive impulses. We can encourage this with a more energetically sensitive form
of genetic enhancement, which on some level equates to interdimensional cells attracting all evolutionary
frequencies/matter. The next big bang may softer and instantly unifying, encouraging a fluid, self-woven reality, 'the
sentient zone' if you will; the inverted circumference and maw  of an  all-consuming black hole may round out into all-
enveloping global dimension - God's all-seeing eye . And the next phase of evolution won't be complicated by the
'crawling before walking and talking process of perennial infanthood; no karmic cycles to resolve. One's highest self will
already be stored in the scattered , yet ultra-magnetic particles. Heaven can literally weave itself from any figment in
other words.

 How does one awaken ifrom the death state, which is merely a deeper, more peaceful form of sleep, so tranquil
and blissful that one may not want to be disturbed? When one has the thought, am I alive, asleep, is this all there is to
reality, one must think, 'than if I can still ponder these questions, surely I can have even greater thoughts'. Light will
shine on you and you must deepen your curiousity even more, keep asking questions, which will enable you to see
greater patterns, and higher  dimensions; hear, smell, feel more - and you'll be pulled in. This is like someone who falls
deep into a murky lake, and thinks, if I can just control my breathe, maybe I can re-surfarce and I'll find land, for I refuse
to believe this is all there is to my world.

( Question from the audience) "You seem to be advocating the pinnacle of 'the take the path of least resistance'
philosophy, in terms of having access to resources, free education, and other non-competitive things.Why should a



person's course be so planned, shouldn't we struggle and fight for what we want? Isn't it a necesary part of the learning
process?"

"The challenge of self-discipline and mastery lies in cultivating deeper self-awareness, not in just overcoming outer
challenges. For instance, people are often driven by destructive, narcissistic things, the need to prove someone wrong or
to get back at them, or to please parents and mentors . This is futile because on some level they're no happier than
anyone else( they can never be pleased anyways, either dismissive or envious of one's accomplishments) - or they do it
out of a need  to get out of the ghetto/ whatever oppressed area, or some obscure town( rather than questioning why
their town is so disadvantaged in the first place). People aren't aware of their burning, compulsive drive because they
haven't completely understood what happened to them during their questionable upbringing. So the genuine need for
independence, fulfillment, and productivity can become perverted and exploited by the changing standards of a chaotic
society - a society that is unbalanced because almost no one is really encouraged to know themselves and their inter-
relationship and inter-dependence with the world and envirement.

 For example, the military can exploit a young man's need to prove his manhood, by encouraging him to fight
unknown enemies in war, as opposed to encouraging him to acknowledge and come to terms with his inner demons;
one should learn to choose their battles wisely, not be coerced out of someone else's notion of duty and sacrifice. Or
one's visionary ambition can be misdirected to serve destructive corporate interests rather than to transform the world
for the better. With institutions like the military, corporation, or indoctrinating schools, at best we learn a more
compromised kind of compassion, ethics, and community - humanistic qualities which could be better realized with
more humanistic systems - at worst we'll have divisive conformity, which sees either good or bad people, lazy, ignorant,
cooperative after a fashion... these inbred compulsions and biases can be used to divide and conquer people along
ethnic, class lines.

 The current hyper-competiitive model of success is sick and twisted, requiring a necessary crop of losers. AS a
result, alot of artificial stupidity is enforced - essential for the construction of a shallow or petty kind of genius.  This
further results in self-perpetuating cycles of conflict and envy. And to a devolution of progressive ideas; art, technology,
and education become misused. Even our most liberal institutions are comprimised: our most radical artists celebrate
misery in the sense that they say 'the world is a screwed-up place and we are all helpless pawns', rather than inspiring
us to solve it - thus they keep the' us against them' cycle going by giving followers a false sense of power, like people
who believe everything will turn out fine if they just go to church on sunday. We escape into our movies and
entertainment just to return to the drudgery of 9-5 jobs, without considering the question, why should we have to
escape at all? Or we solely put the blame on conspiring tyrants, rather than face ourselves, our own unexamined,
unfiltered and therefore unprocessed fears, beliefs, and other reactionary qualities. We don't identify our inner devils so
sinister agents in the physical world put a face on them and say that the Muslims, Jews, Blacks, are out to get us and
each other. And we are all too anxious to believe in saviours who'll restore nations to their purity and greatness.’



FLUCTUATING HEAVENS



QUANTUM CONSTRUCTION PROJECT: ENERGY-RESHAPING SPACECRAFT ARE USED TO
CREATE AN ELECTRO-MAGNETIC MACHINE-FIELD. THIS FIELD CAN BE DIVIDED INTO
SMALLER, VIRTUAL MECHANISMS WHICH ACT AS CRANES, TRAINS, SLEDS, RAILS, FOR THE
TRANSPORTATION OF PHYSICAL OBJECTS. THIS FIELD ALSO SERVES AS A TEMPLATE FOR MORE
EFFICIENT, ADAPTIVE PHYSICAL MACHINERY - HENCE REINFORCING SYNERGISTIC
INFLUENCES BETWEEN ARTISTIC AND SPIRITUAL PERCEPTIONS, PHYSICS, TECHNOLOGY,
AND  VARIOUS FORMS OF EDUCATION.



INTELLECTUAL IMAGINATION SERIES:

 These not your typical zines, they're wild graphic novelettes exploring our evolutionary potential. Don't be misled by
the simple, mixed-media format of these epic meta-sci-fi books, which complement their synergistic/transcendental
themes. These themes are too multi-layered to be accurately expressed through traditional formats, whether comics,
novels, and the like. Inter-related themes of progress, the supernatural, and existentialism are synthesized into my
speculative mythology, bridging the gaps between fantasy/metaphor, logic/education, structure and freedom, society,
and the individual. I believe integrated( less-discriminatory forms of) intelligence is the way to the future.

What is our evolutionary potential and the complimentary purpose of my work? We can  co-shape our own evolution(
'co-evolution')which is dependant upon our mindful internalization of life's challenges/stresses. This greater
internalization allows us to bridge our differences, and other seemingly conflicting ideas. This allows us to bridge most
contradictions, whether within, without, and beyond( in the individual, society, and everything in between) - to the
degree that we can utilize our tools and resources to align with the ultimate free energy system. This O.I.( organic
intelligence) system encapsulates everything on the quantum level, and is the source of infinite ideas and
technologies.This system can tackle any challenge and bridge any reality( whether physical or non-physical) - as much of
that reality we can envision with our present systems. We use the building blocks of our immediate systems as 'merging
blocks' for a more dynamic, organic system.

I do this symbolically with my art, creating my own intersecting reality: manifested by my compassionate curiousity and
transparency. For instance, in some tales, I'm my own celebrity, superhero , god( for lack of a better word) and a boxing
( 'paradoxing')champion in a reality of intersecting worlds, populated by diverse beings( not unlike aliens, dragons,
robots, and the rest). But my seemingly selfish desires: for love, acceptance, happiness, understanding, and self-mastery
are indirectly fulfilled by helping others follow their dreams in the most sentient, yet dynamic  of realities.

 My organic-geometric drawing style corresponds to my overall philosophy about our evolutionary potential: where
structure/systems of limitation( whether mathematical, neurological, linguistic, et al) unravel, yet intersect like spirals,
coelescing into portals within portals. Hence, my worlds are holographic in a way that's not too overwhelming, where
you see portals/connections( to places/ events/others) in various details( whether the scales on a dragon, features of a
person, symmetries in a structure) accordingly to your perception.

There are 10 books in this series, in no particular order, but like the (often) contrary chapters in a religous text, they
ultimately compliment themes of transcendance from various perspectives. My technique is experimental, sometimes
incorporating familiar genres, like illustrated short stories/ parables, comics, and speculative essays/manifestoes about
the nature of reality.  Sometimes they border many styles( for example, with the art, I border the abstract, surreal,
achitectural, avante-garde; and  prose, poetry, stream-of-consciousness with the writing).

Each book usually has a story or two ( sometimes the tales intersect, but they are usually distinct). Or my book has a
creative essay, and a substantial art gallery( featuring character designs and other conceptual pieces related to fantasy,
sci-fi, and surrealism).

This work will appeal to curious, open-minded connossuers of fantasy with inter-related interests in philosophy,
science/physics, spirituality/metaphysics, fine art, comics, and paranormal/conspiracy research. And it is no coincidence
that even authors in established fields( whether in physics, nuero-science, sociology, et al) are taking a more integrated,
creative approach with their books, as if sensing that organic singularity that is driving us all...


